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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Building Materials Wooden Grey And Wooden White Marble Mosaic Tiles

Short Description: This grey stone mosaic tile is one of the

extraordinary building materials mosaics collections. It is made of

high-quality marble: wooden grey marble and wooden white

marble, and is designed into flower mosaic patterns to enhance

the beauty of any space, adding elegance and sophistication.

Model No.: WPM129

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

This grey stone mosaic tile is one of the extraordinary building materials mosaics collections. It is made of

high-quality marble: wooden grey marble and wooden white marble, and is designed into flower mosaic

patterns to enhance the beauty of any space, adding elegance and sophistication. The combination of wood

gray and wood white tones creates visually stunning patterns that capture the essence of nature, it will meet

the requirements of homeowners who prefer wooden-like material but want lifelong service life. Grey

hexagon mosaic chips are inlaid in each flower to present individuation and personalization, while each small

part is precisely cut and arranged to create a seamless blend of colors. The natural variations of marble add

depth and texture to the mosaic, making it a captivating focal point in any room. The durable marble material
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is resistant to heat, scratches, and stains, making it perfect for kitchen countertops, backsplashes, and even

floors.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Building Materials Wooden Grey And Wooden White Marble Mosaic Tiles

Model No.: WPM129

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Grey

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM129

Color: Grey & Dark Grey

Marble Name: Wooden White Marble, Wooden Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM127

Color: White

Material Name: Oriental White Marble

Product Application

The soft grey color of grey mosaics is perfect for transforming an ordinary bathroom into a sophisticated area.

Wooden veins will create a calming and serene atmosphere, providing a peaceful place to relax and

rejuvenate. Therefore, this grey flower marble mosaic tile brings a luxurious and elegant feel to your

bathroom walls and floors. Upgrade your kitchen with the timeless beauty of Building Materials Wooden Gray

and Wooden White marble mosaic tiles. The gray color palette adds a touch of sophistication and versatility

that complements a variety of kitchen styles. Whether as a feature wall in your living room, hallway, or

bedroom, this mosaic tile pattern will undoubtedly catch everyone's attention.



If you want to present a unique and modern design to your building material evolution, this Wooden Grey

And Wooden White Marble Mosaic Tile will make your dreams come true. These mosaic tiles are not only

beautiful but also functional. Invest in these beautiful mosaic tiles to create an elegant and timeless beauty

that will be cherished for years to come.

FAQ

Q: Are gray mosaic tiles natural or man-made?

A: The gray colors of these mosaic tiles are completely natural because they are made of high-quality marble, which is

quarried from China, called Wooden Grey Marble and Wooden White Marble.

Q: Can these Wooden Grey And Wooden White Marble Mosaic Tiles be installed in humid environments such as

showers?

A: Yes, these mosaic tiles are waterproof and can be safely installed in wet environments such as showers.

Q: Are these Wooden Grey And Wooden White Marble Mosaic Tiles suitable for use on floors? A: Yes, these mosaic tiles

are extremely durable and can be used on floors, providing a beautiful and functional flooring solution.

Q: How should these mosaic tiles be cleaned and maintained?

A: It is recommended to use a mild pH neutral cleaner and a soft cloth to clean these mosaic tiles. Avoid using abrasive

cleaners or brushes to prevent damage. Q: Can these mosaic tiles be customized in design or size?


